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What Do We Know About Airbus A350 XWB?
Airbus is seeing its future with a new generation of long-range widebody
airliners with better fuel efficiency, lower operating costs and reduced noise
and emission, and the A350 is the best example of all this.
Read more

Accidents

Flydubai’s Damaged Flight Recorder Could Take a Month
To Decode
“The received recorders are badly damaged mechanically,” Russia’s
Interstate Aviation Committee (IAC) said in a statement on its website,
alongside a photo of a crumpled recorder.
Read more
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Airlines & Airports
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airBaltic’s Summer Destinations
airBaltic is launching 13 additional routes for summer season linking Baltic
region with Mediterranean resorts. The world’s most punctual airlines of
2015 are switching to summer flight schedule on the 29th of March.
Read more
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Manufacturers

Boeing, Airbus Eye Indian Growth Amid Fears of Global
Slowdown
Boeing and Airbus expect Indian airlines to order up to 1,740 jets over the
next 20 years, as aircraft manufacturers eye one of the world’s fastestgrowing aviation markets to offset any weaker sales elsewhere.
Read more
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Regulations & Safety

Dubai Summit To Discuss Aviation Safety
The ongoing safety challenges facing the global aviation industry, will be
addressed by the the World Aviation Safety Summit (WASS), being hosted in
Dubai, UAE, next month, by the Dubai Civil Aviation Authority.
Read more
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Aviation Training

TRU Announces Plan to Offer Cessna Citation CJ4, CJ3+ and
M2 Programs
TRU Simulation + Training Inc., a Textron Inc. company, announced that it is
expanding its ProFlight® training capability for several popular Cessna
business jet models, including the Cessna Citation CJ4, Cessna Citation CJ3+
and Cessna Citation M2.
Read more
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